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INTRODUCTION

1. Pursuant to the Terms of Reference for the Monitors, particularly part "C" of Annex 11 to

the MOU between the International Residual Mechanism for Criminal Tribunals ("IRMCT"

or "Mechanism") and the Kenya Section of the International Commission of Jurists ("ICJ

Kenya"), I respectfully submit this Monitoring Report to the President of the Mechanism

through the Registrar.

2. This report pertains to interactions of the Monitor Ms. Elsy Sainna appointed by the

Mechanism ("the Monitor") to monitor the proceedings in the case of Mr. Ladislas

Ntaganzwa during the month ofMarch 2019 ("the Reporting Period").

3. During the Reporting Period, the Monitor undertook one monitoring mission to Rwanda;

from 18th to 2I" March 2019. A hearing was scheduled for the 19th March 2019 but it did

not proceed. Thereafter, the Monitor held discussions with Mr. Ladislas Ntaganzwa at

Mpanga Prison and Defence Counsel Mr. Laurent Bugabo at his Law Chambers in Kigali.

4. A detailed report on the activities during the Reporting Period is provided below.

DETAILED REPORT

Monitoring Mission from 18th to 21st March 2019

High Court hearing 19th March 2019

5. The Monitor attended court but learnt that the hearing had been postponed until further

notice. The Bench had informed parties that they would be attending a training course for

the entire week.

6. The Monitor spoke with the Registrar of the High Court to express concern at the failure to

relay information regarding the postponement of the hearing to the Monitors. The Registrar

was apologetic and acknowledged that this was an inadvertent oversight and committed to

formally notifying the Monitors in the event future hearing are rescheduled on notice.
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Meeting with Mr. Ladislas Ntaganzwa held on 191h March 2019

7. The Monitor met with the Accused at Mpanga Prison. The meeting was held with the

assistance of an Interpreter.

8. Mr . Ntaganzwa told the Monitor was also not aware that the hearing had been postponed 

Defence Counsel had neither informed the Accused nor had he been to prison to prepare for

the hearing.

9. Mr. Ntaganzwa further told the Monitor that he had tried to reach Defence Counsel upon

learning that the hearing had been postponed without much success . The Accused

maintained that his position that his issue of concern was to ensure he spoke with Defence

Counsel before the next hearing.

10. The Monitor informed Mr. Ntaganzwa that she would follow up with Defence Counsel

while in Kigali to obtain his explanations regarding the postponed hearing, Defence

preparations that included the pending matter of Defence witness list.

II . On the Defence witness list, Mr . Ntaganzwa reiterated his position that he was yet to discuss

this with Defence Counsel and remained an outstanding matter between them. To date , the

Prosecution had shared with the Accused a list of 31 prosecution witnesses and was

currently in the processes of reviewing the witness statements.

12. On the detention conditions, whereas Mr. Ntaganzwa observed that the status quo remained

the same and revisited his concern that when the computer was handed over to the prison

authorities for security check, a guest account was added when access to internet was

disconnected.

13. In his view, Mr. Ntaganzwa suspects that the Prison IT Officer is the one who installed the

guest account. He observed that this was a gross violation of his privacy since he is

convinced, some of his documents were accessed by the prison authorities. The Monitor

assured the Accused that she would be making a follow up on the concern with the Prison

Director at a subsequent monitoring mission.
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14. The Prison Director had notified the Monitor that he was not going to be available for a

meeting on this occasion - he was attending to other official matters away from the Prison

premises.

Meeting with Defence Counsel Laurent Bugabo held on 21st March 2019

15. The Monitor met with Defence Counsel Mr. Bugabo at his law chambers in the presence of

an Interpreter.

16. The Monitor began by inquiring whether he had received notification on postponement of

the hearing that had been scheduled for the 19th March and about the pending discussion

between the Accused and Defence Counsel regarding defence witness list. In response,

Defence Counsel explained that he had received notification on postponement of the

hearing but did not get a chance to relay the information to the Accused. On the defence

witness list, Mr. Bugabo explained that his strategy, which he had proposed to the Accused,

was that they would first listen to the Prosecution witnesses before submitting the list of

Defence witnesses to the court.

17. The Monitor sought clarification on the direction issued by the court which had directed

both parties to file their list of witnesses. In compliance, the Prosecution had filed this list

but not the Defence. Mr. Bugabo explained that whereas the court had indeed given this

direction, the problem for the Defence was that he had not agreed on the list and Defence

strategy with the Accused.

18. To further explain his position, Defence Counsel referred to the oral submission in court

where he had stated that the Defence would submit its list before the last five prosecution

witnesses testified.

19. Mr. Bugabo further explained that his challenge was that from the 31 prosecution witnesses,

he had noted that 10 were not credible. He further told the Monitor that from his experience

with these type ofcases, he was apprehensive about sharing defence witness list at this early

stage and preferred to do so at a later during the hearing. Thus, he would do is best to ensure

that the defence witnesses were not compromised and for this reason, intended to keep the

list of witnesses 'confidential'
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20. The Monitor raised concern expressed by the Accused that he was finding it difficult to

either contact Mr. Bugabo on phone or agree on when both Counsels would meet with him

in prison in order to prepare for the hearings and agree on defence strategy.

21. In response, Mr. Bugabo acknowledged that this was a persisted contention and attributed

it to limited resources that had been allocated for the case which were proving insufficient.

He said he had in fact written a letter to the Chief Registrar dated 151 March 2019 where he

requested the court for direction on request to enhance the contractual amounts. He

explained that the request was informed by court's decision to fast track the hearings which

would be held at least twice a month on a priority basis. Mr. Bugabo showed a copy to the

Monitor and in the letter, he described the travels to Nyanza court as 'dangerous and costly'

22. To cite an example of the indicative costs of making trips to Nyanza prison, Mr. Bugabo

told the Monitor that each return trip costs him 85,000 RWF. In his view, the Prosecution

was better resourced and thus he would like the court to make a determination on the matter.

23. In closing, Defence Counsel assured the Monitor that he would pick up the discussions on

the issue of Defence witnesses list with the Accused before the next hearing.

CONCLUSION

The Monitor remains available to provide any additional information at the President's

direction.

Dated this n rd March 2019

Respectfully submitted,

//Elsy C. Sainna//

Ms. Elsy Sainna

Monitor for the Ntaganzwa case

Nairobi, Kenya.
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